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Experience  with Speech Communication 
in Packet Networks 

Abstract-The integration of  digital  voice  with data in a common 
packet-switched  network  system offers a number of potential benefits, 
including  reduced  systems cost through sharing of  switching  and transmis- 
sion  resources, flexible internetworking among  systems  utilizing different 
transmission  media,  and  enhanced  services for users requiring access to 
both  voice  and data communications. Issues which it has  been  necessary to 
address in order to realize these benefits include reconstitution of speech 
from packets arriving at nonuniform  intervals,  maximization of packet 
speech  multiplexing  efficiency,  and determination of the implementation 
requirements for terminals and  switching  in a large-scale packet voice/data 
system. A series of packet speech systems experiments to address these 
issues has  been  conducted  under the sponsorship of the  Defense Advanced 
Research Projects Agency  (DARPA). 

In the initial experiments on the ARPANET, the basic feasibility of 
speech  communication  on a store-and-forward packet  network was demon- 
strated.  Techniques, were  developed for reconstitution of speech  from 
packets,  and  protocols  were  developed for call setup and for speech 
transport. Later speech experiments utilizing the Atlantic  packet satellite 
network (SATNET) led to the development of techniques for efficient 
voice  conferencing  in a broadcast environment,  and for internetting speech 
between a store-and-forward net (ARPANET) and a broadcast net 
(SATNET). Large-scale packet  speech  multiplexing experiments could  not 
be carried out on ARPANET or SATNET where the network  link capaci- 
ties severely restrict  the number of speech users that can be accommo- 
dated.  However, experiments are currently being carried out using a 
wide-band satellite-based packet  system  designed to accommodate a suffi- 
cient number of simultaneous users to support realistic experiments in 
efficient statistical multiplexing. Key developments to date associated  with 
the wide-band experiments have  been 1) techniques for internetting via 
voice/data  gateways  from a variety of local access networks (packet cable, 
packet radio,  and  circuit-switched) to a long-haul broadcast satellite net- 
work and 2) compact  implementations of packet  voice terminals with  full 
protocol and  voice capabilities. 

Basic concepts and issues associated with packet speech systems are 
described. Requirements and techniques for speech  processing,  voice proto- 
cols,  packetization  and reconstitution, conferencing, and  multiplexing are 
discussed in the  context of a generic packet speech  system configuration. 
Specific experimental configurations and  key  packet  speech results on the 
ARPANET, SATNET, and  wide-band  system are reviewed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

P ACKET techniques provide powerful  mechanisms for 
the sharing of communication resources among users 

with  time-varying demands, and have  come into wide  use 
for provision of data communications services to the mili- 
tary and commercial communities. The primary applica- 
tion of packet techniques has been for digital data com- 
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munications where the bursty nature of user traffic can be 
exploited to achieve large efficiency advantages in utiliza- 
tion of communication resources.  Packet networks [1]-[8] 
using a variety of point-to-point and broadcast transmis- 
sion media  have been developed for these applications, and 
techniques have  been  developed for internetwork com- 
munication [lo], [ l l ]  among dissimilar nets. 

Packet techniques offer significant .benefits for voice as 
well as for data [15]-[33]. The integration of digital voice 
with data  in a common  packet-switched  system offers 
potential cost savings through sharing of switching and 
transmission resources [30], as  well as enhanced services for 
users  who require access to  both voice and  data communi- 
cations [59]-[61]. Packet internetwarking techniques can be 
applied to provide intercommunication among voice users 
on different types of networks.  Significant channel capacity 
savings for packet voice can be  achieved  by transmitting 
packets only when speakers are actually talking (i.e., during 
talkspurts). The silence intervals can be utilized  for other 
voice traffic or for data traffic.  Packet  networks offer 
significant advantages for digital voice conferencing in 
terms of channel utilization (only one of the conferees 
needs to use channel capacity at any given  time) and  in 
terms of control flexibility. A packet network  allows con- 
venient accommodation of voice terminals with different 
bit rates and  data formats. Each  voice encoder will  use 
only the channel capacity necessary to transmit its infor- 
mation rather than the fixed  minimum bandwidth incre- 
ment typically  used in circuit-switched  networks. The digi- 
tization of voice in packet systems  provides the opportun- 
ity for security techniques to be applied as necessary to the 
speech  traffic.  Secure packet data communication tech- 
niques [13] can be applied as well for data users  who 
require this service. Packet, networks also provide a system 
environment for effective exploitation of variable-bit-rate 
voice transmission techniques, either to reduce average 
end-to-end bit rate or to dynamically adapt voice  bit rate 
to network conditions. 

It has been  necessary to address a number of issues in 
order to develop the techniques required to realize  these 
benefits. The development of packet protocols for call 
setup and speech transport, and strategies for reconstitu- 
tion of speech from packets arriving at nonuniform inter- 
vals  have  been required. Other issues include the develop- 
ment of efficient packet speech multiplexing techniques, 
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Fig. '1. Generic  packet  speech  system  configuration. 

and the minimization of packet overhead and effective 
traffic control strategies to allow network links to be 
heavily loaded without saturation. System developments 
have been undertaken to help  assess the implementation 
requirements for terminals and switching in a large-scale 
packet voice/data system, and efforts continue to' drive 
down the size and cost of system components. 

A series of packet speech experiments and system  devel- 
opments to address these issues has been conducted under 
the sponsorship of the Defense Advanced Research Pro- 
jects Agency (DARPA). These efforts were initiated in 
1973 by Dr. R.  E. Kahn .of the DARPA Information 
Processing Techniques Office (IPTO), who has provided 
leadership and numerous technical contributions through 
the course of the work.  As  will be noted in this paper and 
in the references, numerous individuals in several organiza- 
tions have made significant contributions to the system 
development and experiments. The purpose of this paper is 
to review  and  evaluate  the  experience  gained so far  from 
these efforts in packet speech  systems experiments. The 
perspectives and conclusions are the responsibilities of the 
authors  and  are necessarily influenced by the specific in- 
volvement of ourselves and our colleagues at Lincoln 
Laboratory. 

T h s  paper will  begin  by describing basic concepts and 
issues associated with packet speech  systems. A generic 
packet speech  system configuration will be described, and 
requirements and techniques for digital speech  processing, 
protocol functions, packetization and reconstitution, con- 
ferencing, and multiplexing will be discussed. With th s  as 
a point of reference, the experimental system configura- 
tions and key results for packet speech on the ARPANET, 
SATNET, and wide-band system  will be described. 

11.  PACKET  SPEECH  CONCEPTS AND ISSUES 

The purpose of this section is to set a general framework 
for the descriptions of specific experimental packet speech 
systems  to  follow in subsequent sections. 

A .  Generic Packet Speech System Configuration 

A generic packet speech  system configuration is depicted 
in Fig. 1. The interface between the user and the network is 
provided by a functional unit referred to as a packet voice 
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Fig. 2. Functional  block  diagram  of  packet voice terminal. 

terminal (PVT) [22] .  The PVT  may, but need not, be 
implemented in a single  physical unit dedicated to a single 
voice  user. Functionally, the user interfaces with the PVT 
much as with an ordinary telephone set, and the PVT 
interfaces with the packet network. In addition to being 
able to talk and listen, the user is provided with a full 
range of control and signaling capabilities including dialing 
and ringing.  Both control signals and voice are transmitted 
from PVT to PVT  over the network in digitized packet 
form. The resources of the integrated voice/data packet 
network are shared statistically .with data traffic among 
host computers and  data terminals as well as with other 
voice  users. The packet network may be of the original 
store-and-forward type as exemplified  by the ARPANET; 
may  utilize packet radio, cable, or satellite techniques; or 
may be composed of an internetwork combination of these 
various types of packet nets, connected by gateways. 

B. Generic Packet  Voice  Terminal Configuration 

A functional block diagram of a packet voice terminal is 
shown in Fig. 2 which  shows three major functional mod- 
ules  each associated with a processor. It is not necessary to 
use  separate  processors to achieve the functional  modular- 
ity, but we have done so in the microprocessor PVT 
implementation [22] discussed.later and find it convenient 
to use the same  terminology  here. The voice processor 
converts between analog and digital speech at digitization 
rates typically  varying from 2 kbits/s to 64 kbits/s, and 
marks each parcel (typically 20-50 ms of speech) as con- 
taining either active  speech or silence. 

The protocol processor  is the primary controlling mod- 
ule of the PVT. The protocol processor includes an inter- 
face with the user dial/display and must generate and 
interpret the packets necessary for establishing the call. 
The protocol processor provides the basic interface be- 
tween the synchronous voice coding/decoding process, and 
the asynchronous packet 'network. The buffering and re- 
constitution algorithms to produce steady speech to the 
listener are implemented in the protocol processor. 

The network interface processor  provides the network- 
dependent packet transport mechanism. Ideally, all net- 
work-dependent hardware and software would be con- 
tained in this module. In practice, we have found it dif- 
ficult to maintain this pure modularity because of a need to 
incorporate network-dependent elements into the packeti- 
zation and reconstitution processes  in the protocol 
processor. 

The telephone instrument provides the simplest  user 
interface to the PVT. The flexibility of the packet system 
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allows the possibility of a  wide  range of user functions and 
displays, which can exceed the signaling capability of the 
telephone instrument. In some experiments, computer 
terminals have  been  used to augment the user interface. 

An important development in  the work  we  will describe 
on packet voice  is the evolution of the PVT from imple- 
mentation on large general-purpose computers to compact 
microprocessor-based  systems. In our view, this develop- 
ment  is essential in making  packet  voice practical and 
affordable. We ,have generally  focused on a distributed 
approach  where  each separate PVT  performs  complete 
voice  processing and protocol functions for one user.  A 
more centralized approach  is also possible, where a single 
facility would simultaneously perform the functions of a 
number of  PVT’s for multiple users. 

C. Digital Speech Processing Functions 

The primary  voice processing function for packet  speech 
is  speech digitization. Two other  important voice  process- 
ing functions are also noted  here-speech activity detec- 
tion and echo control. 

1) Speech Encoding Algorithms: Speech  is a compressible 
source [34] that can be coded at  rates ranging from 64 
kbits/s to below 2.4 kbits/s. Recent  packet  experiments 
have  made  use of the pulse code  modulation  (PCM)  widely 
used  in digital telephony, but all the earlier work described 
in this paper  used  encoding techniques [36] such  as  CVSD 
(continuously variable slope delta modulation) or LPC 
(linear predictive coding [37]) to provide data rates low 
enough for use on the networks that were available for 
experimentation. 

Packet  systems offer flexibility for taking advantage of 
speech  encoders at a variety of rates. The PVT  may include 
a variety of (fixed)  speech bits rates, which  could be 
selectable at dialup according to network load. More  com- 
plex  coding  schemes [42] can be applied which  vary trans- 
mission rates according to  the time-varying compressibility 
of the speech  signal. Or multirate “embedded  coding” 
algorithms [38],  [39] can be used to allow rapid adaptation 
[33] of  voice bit rates to network conditions which  may 
vary  during a call. Selection of a speech  coding algorithm 
[35],  [36] for a given application depends on many factors 
including network bit rate’constraints, speech quality needs, 
noise or distortions on  the  input speech, and terminal cost 
and complexity constraints. 

2) Speech Activity Detection: A  key  advantage of packet 
speech  is the ability to save bandwidth by transmitting 
packets only during talkspurts. Therefore, accurate dis- 
crimination between  speech and silence, or speech activity 
detection (SAD),  is an essential voice processing function 
[43]-[45]. The SAD algorithm must  minimize the average 
percentage activity, but also meet tight constraints on  the 
fraction of lost speech. SAD, in a laboratory  or quiet input 
speech  environment,  is  relatively straightforward. But  when 
the speaker is in a noisy  environment, or when the speech 
origmated in the switched telephone network (STN), the 
design of effective SAD algorithms is  more difficult. 

In our  system  model,  SAD  is  performed in  the voice 
processor, which  marks parcels delivered to the protocol 

processor as silence or speech. The protocol processor 
would  normally packetize and transmit only the speech 
parcels except that  it may transmit additional parcels at the 
beginning and end of a talkspurt to improve  speech qual- 
ity. Such a “hangover” at the end of a talkspurt is  com- 
monly  used to include weak final consonants in a talkspurt 
and  to bridge across short gaps.. An “anticipatory” parcel 
at the  start of a talkspurt can  give a smoother startup  and 
is  easy to provide in a packet  system since the required 
buffer space is already present for use in the packetization 
process. 

3) Echo Control: Echo control is not needed in a pure 
packet  speech  system in spite of the delays that may be 
present since the  system  is  fully digital and provides isola- 
tion between  the  two directions of voice transmission for 
the entire path between  sending and receiving handsets. 
However,  echo control becomes an issue if we  wish to 
interconnect a packet  network and  the common  STN. 
Techniques for controlling echos [46], [47] include 1) echo 
suppression, generally  aimed at passing speech in only one 
direction at a time; and 2) echo cancellation, which at- 
tempts to adaptively cancel echos and maintain full duplex 
speech. Echo cancellation is  generally the preferred, but 
more costly, technique. Echo canceller chips which  reduce 
the cost are becoming  available. If the generic PVT  were to 
be  used to interface with the STN, it could be equipped 
with an echo canceller as  part of its voice processor, to 
cope  with  echoes  caused  by the two-wire local loop in  the 
STN.  Both  echo suppression [57] and cancellation [54] have 
been  used in STN interface experiments on the wide-band 
network. 

D. Packet Speech Protocol Functions 

The development of the ARPANET as a packet  com- 
munication resource was quickly, and by  necessity, fol- 
lowed  by the development of a set of protocols (i.e., rules 
for conducting interactions between  two or more parties) 
to organize and facilitate use of this resource for a variety 
of applications. A  network control protocol (NCP) was 
developed to allow controlled packet  communication 
among  processes  running in dissimilar host computers 191. 
Higher  level protocols were  developed to serve  specific user 
needs.  These included TELNET for terminal access to 
remote  computers and file transfer protocol (FTP) for 
transmission of large files.  Both TELNET  and  FTP  ob- 
tained access to  the network  through  NCP. This technique 
of protocol layering to  partition  and organize the task of 
providing various levels of communication  services has 
been a fundamental aspect of the development of packet 
communication  systems [12]. 

The original ARPANET protocols were  designed to 
provide  very reliable end-to-end  packet  delivery either at 
high  throughput  (e.g., FTP)  or low delay (e.g.,  TELNET). 
Both NCP  and  the basic node-to-node protocols imposed 
end-to-end  flow restrictions which included retransmis- 
sions when  necessary to reliably deliver all the packets and 
worked against the simultaneous  achievement of high 
throughput and low  delay.  But for real-time voice  com- 
munication, both high  throughput and low delay are 
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needed.  Some reliability may be sacrificed, as a small 
percentage of lost packets is tolerable. Therefore, new 
protocol developments were  needed for packet voice. 

The initial. work on packet voice protocols focused 
around the development of a high-level protocol known as 
the network voice protocol (NVP). Dr. D. Cohen of the 
Information Sciences Institute (ISI) was the chief architect 
of NVP [16], [17]. Functions of NVP include 

1) call initiation and termination, including negotiation 
of voice encoder compatibility and handling of ringing and 
busy conditions; 

2) packetization of voice for transmission, with the time 
stamps  and sequence numbers needed for speech recon- 
stitution  at the receiver; 

3) speech playout with buffering to smooth variable 
packet delays. 

NVP is  designed to pass its packets to a lower  level 
protocol for transport across the network to meet real-time 
speech requirements. In order to avoid NCP’s  flow restric- 
tions, NVP bypassed NCP for packet transport. In addi- 
tion, modifications were made to the basic ARPANET 
transport protocols to provide an “uncontrolled” packet 
service  which reduced packet flow restrictions between 
IMP’S  (see  Section  IV-B). The original NVP used the basic 
ARPANET (host-IMP and IMP-IMP) protocols directly 
to deliver its packets, and was independent of and gener- 
ally incompatible with other protocols (e.g., NCP) in use at 
the time. 

Since the original NVP made use of the ARPANET 
directly, extension to  other networks (e.g., the Atlantic 
SATNET) required creation of a new protocol for each 
new network. This motivated the development of a second 
generation of voice protocols with a more general internet- 
work-oriented approach and with network-dependent 
aspects limited to the lowest  level. Protocol functions were 
separated into two  levels. The “higher” functions of call 
setup, packetization, and reconstitution, as  well as dynamic 
conference control features, were incorporated into a sec- 
ond-generation version of NVP. The lower  level protocol, 
which  has  come to be named “ST,” provides an efficient 
internet transport mechanism for both point-to-point con- 
versations and conferences. The name ST is derived from 
the work “stream” which refers to the type of traffic load 
that voice customers offer to a packet network. ST operates 
at the same level in the protocol hierarchy as  IP, the DoD 
standard internet protocol [ll] for datagram traffic. ST is 
designed to be compatible with IP. NVP may  call on IP for 
delivery of control packets, and on ST for delivery of voice 
packets. 

ST differs from IP in being a virtual circuit rather than a 
datagram protocol. Transmission of ST packets must be 
preceded by a connection setup process arranged by an 
exchange of control messages. During the connection setup, 
an internet route is established, and, gateways along the 
path build tables pertaining to the connection. The pre- 
planning involved in the connection setup and the ex- 
istence of these connection-oriented tables allows ST to 
offer special  services and efficiencies. 

Fig. 3 illustrates how the current internet packet voice 
protocols relate to each other and to corresponding data 
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Fig. 3. Protocol hierarchy’for internet  packet  voice and data  communi- 
cation. 

handling protocols. Net I and net I1 designate individual 
packet networks, and might represent ARPANET, 
SATNET, or local area cable or radio nets. The situation 
depicted shows the protocol layers to be traversed in order 
for voice and  data users on net I to communicate (through 
a gateway)  with similar users on net 11. The internet data 
file transfer protocol and the terminal-oriented protocol 
TELNET utilize a DoD  standard transmission control 
protocol (TCP) for reliable packet delivery. TCP calls, in 
turn, on IP for packet transport. This is a departure from 
the original situation in the ARPANET, where FTP utilized 
NCP, which interfaced directly to the network. Similarly, 
NVP utilizes both IP and ST for packet transport; IP is 
used primarily in call setup situations, and ST is used for 
speech transport. 

E. Speech Packetization  and  Reconstitution 

Packet communication necessarily  involves both fixed 
components of delay due to transmission and propagation, 
and statistically varying components such as queueing de- 
lays in network nodes or in gateways. Additional varying 
delay components are caused  by packet retransmissions to 
compensate for errors in delivery and by the possibility 
that all packets between a particular source and destination 
may not follow the same route. In addition to delay effects, 
some packets may be lost between source and destination. 
In this regard, a delay versus reliability tradeoff  is possible 
where (for example)  delays due to retransmissions can be 
reduced at a cost of an increase in percentage of lost 
packets. 

The purpose of speech packetization and reconstitution 
‘algorithms [31] is to provide speech  with 1) minimum 
overall end-to-end delay and 2) any anomalies caused  by 
lost or late packets basically imperceptible to the listener. 
Ideally, the overall packet network would provide high 
enough link bandwidths and sufficient nodal processing 
power; to keep delay and delay dispersion within tightly 
controlled limits. In such a case,  very simple packetization 
and reconstitution algorithms in the PVT ‘may suffice. 
However, in some situations where packet speech is re- 
quired, it may not be possible to control network design. In 
particular, when there is a need to transmit speech  over an 
existing packet data network, it may be necessary to use 
more elaborate algorithms. 
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1)  Choice of Packet Size: Resolving the issue of packet 
size forces us to make some difficult compromises. In order 
to minimize both the packetization delay at the transmitter 
and the perceptual effect of lost packet anomalies at the 
receiver packets should be as short as possible.  Experience 
with lost packet anomalies indicates that individual packets 
should ideally contain no more than  about 50 ms  of speech 
[31]; ideally, we would like packets to be even shorter to 
minimize packetization delay. On the other hand, in order 
to maintain high channel utilization, we would  like to Eeep 
the number of speech bits per packet as high  as  possible 
relative to the overhead  which must accompany each packet. 
T h s  tradeoff  is particularly difficult for narrow-band 
speech. For example, 50  ms  of 2400 bits/s speech  is 
represented by only 120 bits, which  is  less than the header 
size of many existing packet networks. For higher  speech 
bit rates, relative packet overhead is  less of a problem. An 
obvious conclusion is that future packet voice networks 
should be  designed  with kinimum required header lengths. 

The choice of packet size  is  also  influenced  by limita- 
tions on  network throughput in packets/s. For the same 
user data rate, processing loads on network nodes  will 
generally increase as packet size  is  decreased. This can 
force use of longer packets. For example, our typical range 
of packet sizes for real-time speech transmission across the 
ARPANET was 100-200 ms, corresponding to 5-10 
packets/s because the network could not consistently sus- 
tain a hgher rate. In some  cases it may  be desirable to 
adapt packet size to time-varying network conditions. In 
speech experiments conducted by SRI on packet radio nets 
(PRNET’s) [20], [21] the radio provides channel availability 
information to the voice terminal which buffers speech and 
sends variable size packets depending on the intervals 
between opportunities for access to the networks. 

2) Time Stamps and Sequence Numbers: To assist in the 
reconstitution process, it is desirable to include a time 
stamp and a sequence number with  each transmitted packet. 
The time stamp allows the receiver to reconstitute speech 
with accurate silence gap durations in spite of varying 
delays between talkspurts. Incorrect gap durations can 
cause significant perceptual degradation in the output 
speech, especially for short gaps between  syllables, or 
between words in a phrase. The time stamp also  allows 
reordering of out-of-order packets at the receiver. The time 
stamp is  derived by counting every  speech or silence parcel 
generated by the voice  processor. A few bits (we  use 12) 
will  suffice to cover a range of relative timing about twice 
the packet transit time dispersion range of the network. 

The sequence number allows the receiver to detect lost 
packets whereas  with a time stamp alone it would not be 
possible to distinguish silence gaps from packet loss. The 
detection of lost packets can be  used by the receiving  PVT 
to inform the listener (by playing out a distinct audible 
signal) that some  speech has been lost. This can be particu- 
larly important if packets contain enough speech to include 
linguistically significant utterances (such as the word 
“not”). Detection of lost packets can also be  used to allow 
the terminals to adapt bit rate  and/or packet rate  to 
network conditions. 

If the network provides  service  with  very short delays 
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Fig. 4. Illustrative  probability  density  function  of  transit  delays in a 
packet  network. 

and very little delay dispersion, then satisfactory speech 
can be produced without either time stamps or sequence 
numbers. However, our experience, both with packet speech 
experiments and simulations, indicates that both time 
stamps and sequence numbers should be included. 

3) Reconstitution of Speech ftom Received Packets: The 
reconstitution algorithm has two major tasks, 1) it must 
buffer incoming packets and decide exactly  when to play 
them out,  and 2) it must decide what to play out when it 
has finished playing out a packet and the next packet is not 
available. 

Fig. 4 shows an illustrative probability density function 
for transit delay in a packet network. The delay  ranges 
shown are typical of some of our measurements on 10 hop 
paths through the ARPANET, but the points to be made 
are more  general. In the case illustrated, 99 percent of the 
packets experience  delays  between 200 and 700 ms. Hence, 
a reconstitution delay (inserted at the receiver) of 500 ms 
would  be sufficient to cover this spread. A 400 ms  recon- 
stitution delay would assure playout of 95 percent of the 
packets. Since  some packets may be lost in the net, there is 
no value of reconstitution delay that can guarantee playout 
of all packets. Even if all packets did arrive, it would be 
undesirable to unduly increase delay to account for a few 
very late arrivals. The network’s  delay characteristics are 
generally not known in detail a priori and may  vary  with 
time. The degree of complexity to be built in to the 
reconstitution algorithm should be  chosen based on the 
knowledge we do have of the network  delays. A fixed 
reconstitution delay  would  suffice if network delays and 
delay dispersion are short. If delays are expected to be 
large or dispersions vary  greatly  with the network load, it 
would  be desirable to use an adaptive algorithm (see [31] 
for an example of such an algorithm) to adjust the recon- 
stitution delay to effect a compromise between packet loss 
and overall  delay. 

The other major reconstitution algorithm task  is to de- 
cide what to play out when it has finished  playing out a 
packet and the next packet is not available. This can result 
from a late or lost packet or it  may  simply indicate a pause 
in the talker’s  speech.  Typically, the reconstitution algo- 
rithm has no way to distinguish these  cases and should take 
the same action in either case. A number of fill-in strategies 
have been tried, including 1) filling  with  silence, 2) filling 
by repeating the 1astS.segment  of speech data,  and 3) filling 
with repeated frames of speech data which are made voice- 



less and have energy  values  which  decay  with  time. The 
third strategy has generally  been found to  be the most 
effective, particularly for framed vocoders  such as LPC. 
However, the best  choice of fill-b strategy varies  with 
encoder type,' packetization size, and statistics of gaps 
introduced by the network. 

F. Conferencing Techniques 

Digital voice conferencing imposes a number of require- 
ments in addition to those required for point-to-point 
speech. There is a need to set up  and 'control multiple 
connections and  to deliver each talker's.speech to multiple 
destinations. If narrow-band speech  vocoding  is  used, a 
talker selection technique is  generally required. Such 
vocoders cannot successfully handle more than one voice 
and the alternative of providing several  vocoder  syn- 
thesizers . .  at .each site is both cumbersome'and expensive." 

Packet techniques offer'advantages for digital voice con- 
ferencing in a number of areas [28j. Since packets need be 
sent only when  speech  is .present, they can make very 
efficient use of network resources in conferences where 
typically only one pafticipant is speaking at any given 
time.  Because connections to packet networks are multi- 
plexed, it is simple' for speech terminals and conference 
controllers to exchange control information at the same 
time that speech  is  being .transmitted. This out-of-band 
signaling 'capability helps in achieving  effective conference 
control, including the control ' algorithm which  selects 'a 
talker .to  "have. the floor" at a given  time. The use of 
packets simplifies the implementation of distributed con- 
ference control, an .important feature for m@tary applica- 
tions where its use can enhance suivivability. 

In order to explore the 'features'and problems of packet 
voice conferencing in  some  detail; experimental implemen- 
tations described in sections to follow  have  been carried 
out  on ARPANET,'SATNET, and the WB SATNET. 

G. Statistical  Multiplexing of Packet  Voice and Data 

An important goal for packet voice  systems is to achieve 
efficient statistical, multiplexing of multiple voice  users, and 
of voice 'users with data traffic, on coinrnon transmission 
resources. Much analysis. and simulation work has ' been 
reported showing potentials and limitations of voice/data 
multiplexing for various'  system configurations. One of the 
goals of packet speech  systems experiments is to validate 
these results or identify practical limitations not shown in 
the analyses. 

Some  selected observations related io statistical multi- 
plexing in .packet voice  systems are noted below. These 
observations and related analyses or simulations are de- 
scribed in [48]. Similar -results .have  been obtained by a 
number of other researchers [51]. 

First, packet speech multiplexing allows a straightfor- 
ward utilization of the tradeoff  between delay and channel 
utilization (or equivalently between delay and "TASI ad- 
vantage") [49], [50]. The number of users multiplexed onto 
a link can be increased at a cost in variable buffering delay 

, .  

at the multiplexer. The relative  efficiency improvement 
offered by buffering is greatest where a small number of 
users are multiplexed, indicating potential for efficiency in 
a distributed net  where  local concentrations may be smaller 
than required for efficient  circuit-switched  TASI. 

A second observation, based on simulations (as cited in 
[48]), is that interactive data traffic (characterized by  Pois- 
son packet arrival processes) can 'make  efficient  use of 
silence intervals in voice  calls.  However, the utilization by 
data  traffic of varying capacity due  to voice call initiation 
and termination is not nearly' as effective due to the much 
slower variation in channel capacity used by  voice. 

A third observation is that local area carrier-sense multi- 
ple-access  (CSMA) cable networks can be used  effectively 
for voice [23]. The bandwidth utilization of such a CSMA 
network can be equal to or better than the efficiency 
obtained using  fixed  time  division multiple access (TDMA). 
CSMA cable networks have been  effectively.emp1oyed for 
packet voice and are an important part of the experimental 
wide-band system. 

Finally, variable-rate voice  flow control techniques [33] 
using embedded coding can be employed effectively in 
situations where  we are attempting to maintain link loads 
close to capacity, and temporary overloads are inevitable. 
Embedded coding allows immediate response by network 
nodes to such overloads (by discarding'. packets), with 
minimal impact on speech  users,'  since communication can 
be maintained viith a temporary degradation in speech 
fidelity. 

111. SUMMARY OF PACKET SPEECH EXPERIMENTS 

A summary of key  Characteristics of the packet speech 
experiments conducted under DARPA . sponsorship is 
shown in Table I. More detail on each set of .experiments 
will be presented later; for definition of the abbreviations 
and acronyms used in Table I, see the ,Appendix. The.first 
network to be used  was the ARPANET which consists of 
intelligent store-and-forward nodes 'called interface mes- 
sage processors (IMP'S) connected primarily by 50 kbits/s 
point-to-point leased  lines. Later, broadcast nets using 
satellite, radio, and cable were utilized. Iri$ial internetting 
experiments were conducted using ARPANET  and 
SATNET. The wide-band  system  is  specifically configured 
as an internetwork where  voice  users.  reside on local nets 
and access the WB SATNET through gateways. Interoper- 
ation with  circuit-switched telephone systems has'also been 
introduced in the wide-band system.  Such interoperation 
would 'be essential in introducing .packet' speech into. an 
environment dominated by  circuit-switched  voice  users. 

The link (point-to-point) or channel (broadcast) bit rates 
quantitatively indicate the limited 'capacity available for 
voice in  the earlier experiments as well as .the greater 
capacity of the wide-band system.  Because of limited net- 
work bit rates, most of the experiments on ARPANET and 
SATNET used LPC vocoding. A few  CVSD experiments 
(primarily at 9.6 kbits/s) were conducted on ARPANET. 
Voice' bit rates used in the wide-band system have ranged 
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TABLE I 
SUMMARY OF PACKET  SPEECH  EXPERIMENTS 

VOI ce 
A1 g o r i  thms 

Network L i n k   o r  Channel 
Networks Types 

and Time 
B i t  Rates  (Kbps) B i t  Rates  (Kbps) Per iod  S i tes  Processors 

Voice 

Po in t - to -Po in t  LPC  ,LPC (VFR) : 
(PTP) 

ARPANET Store and 
Forward (SF) 

CHI, 

FOP  ,LDVT LL, 1974-79 
APlLOB ISI, 
AP120 

2-5 
50 CVSD: 

9.6-16 SPS-41 S R I  

Broadcast 
(B 'cas t )  

BBN. 

SATNET S a t e l l i t e  I 64 1 LPC:  2.4 1 1977-79 1 !:y* 1 LPCM 

ARPANET 

LPCAP., 

LPCM NORE  .UCL 1978-79 LPC:  2.4 64 B'cast   Sat SATNET 

AP12OB.LDVT ISI.LL LPC: 2.4 50 PTP/SF + + + + 

PRNET Radio 
8' cas t  LPC:  2.4, 

106-400 CHI -V  S R I  1978-83 CVSO: 16 

WB SYSTEM 

WB SATNET 

CHI-V S R I .  1980-83 . ECVSD: 16-64, 100-400 B'cast   Radio PRNET 

APlPOB ISI, CVSD: 16. 1000 B'cast  Cable LEXNET 

CLPC LL . LPC:  2.4, 772-3088 B'cast   Sat 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 

TELEPHONE  PCM: 64 --- Ci rcu i t -Swi tched 
NETS 

DCEC 

~ 

,P;otocol 
Processors 

MP32 
POP-11/45 
TX-Z,PDP-11/45 
POP-11/40 

PDP-11/40 

POP-11/45 

PDP-11/40 

LSI-11 
POP-11/23 

8085 

PDP-11/45 

POP-11/23 

TABLE I1 
PACKET CONFERENCING EXPERIMENTS 

ISI. LL 

NORE, UCL 

WB SYSTEM LL. OCEC 1982 B ' CAST 
OIST 1 VOICE 

ISI. S R I ,  

I 

CENT - CENTRALIZED 
D I S T  - DISTRIBUTED 

PB = PUSH  BUTTON 
PTP = POINT-TO-POIN1 

B'CAST = BROADCASl 

from 2.4 to 64 kbits/s. Accommodation of 64 kbits/s 
PCM is important in allowing convenient interoperation 
with digital circuit-switched  systems  which  use  PCM as a 
standard. 

As indicated, a large variety of narrow-band voice 
processors and protocol processors have  been  used in the 
packet speech  experiments.  Voice  processors range from 
special laboratory-built programmable signal processors 
(e.g., FDP, AP120,  LDVT), to very compact LPC units 
(CLPC). Protocol processors include general purpose net- 
work  host computers (e.g.,  PDP-11/45) and small  micro- 
processor-based uhits (e.g.,  8085). The trend through the 
course of the program has continually moved toward 
smaller size,  weight, and power. 

The large number of site organizations involved,  as  well 
as the associated time periods, are indicated in Table I. 

Conferencing has been of major importance in the packet 
speech experiments, and Table I1  summarizes features of 
conferencing experiments which  have  .been carried out. 
Both centralized and distributed control techniques have 
been  used for conference setup and for determination of 
which speaker has the floor at a given  time. In ARPANET 
and SATNET, a conferee indicated his  desire to talk by 
pushing a button,  and indicator lights were  used to inform 
the conferee that he had ,the floor. In later systems, a 
conferee could try to gain the floor by beginning to talk. A 
voice-controlled floor controller provided arbitration 
among multiple talkers. The voice-control strategy gener- 
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0 ARPANET 
PACKET SPEECH * SATELLITE CIRCUIT SITE 

0 IMP 
0 TIP BETWEEN CHI  AND 

IMP  SHARED 

LL PLURIBUS IMP SCRL 

(NOTE  THIS MAP  DOES  NOT  SHOW ARPA’S EXPERIMENTAL 
SATELLITE CONNECTIONS) 

Fig. 5. Geographic  map of the ARPANET,  as of June 1975, showing locations of ARPANET packet  speech sites. 

ally gave more satisfactory performance from a human 
factors point of  view  [64]. The packet addressing mode is 
also important  in conferencing. A broadcast mode avoids 
replication of voice packets or of conference control packets 
for multiple receivers. 

Iv. PACKET  SPEECH ON THE ARPA NETWORK 

A.  ARPANET Characteristics 

The  ARPANET is a large  store-and-forward 
packet-switching network [l]  which interconnects computer 
facilities at a variety of locations. The network has been 
growing and evolving constantly since its initial four-node 
operation late in 1969. A June 1975 network map, repre- 
sentative of the topology in effect  when most of the packet 
speech experiments were performed, is shown in Fig. 5. 
The network sites  involved in the speech experiments were 
CHI, ISI, and SRI on the West Coast, and LL on the East 
Coast. The intersite distance among these locations (in 
number of hops on the shortest path) generally  varied from 
5 to 10. 

Each ARPANET node generally consists of a communi- 
cations processor called an interface message processor 
(IMP) developed by BBN. The IMP’s are connected by 50 
kbit/s lines according to the indicated topology. Host 
computers connected to the IMP’s at each site deliver 
“messages” to the network with headers indicating the 
destination address. Depending on the number of bits  in 

the message, it will  be transmitted across the network by 
the IMP’s as one or more ARPANET packets. The IMP’s 
route each packet independently to the destination. As 
packets travel through the net on the lines  between  IMP’s, 
they carry a packet header of approximately 160 bits. The 
maximum amount of user data  that can be carried with 
each  such packet is approximately 1000 bits. 

B. Speech Transport in the ARPANET 

The ARPANET characteristics lead to upper bounds on 
speech throughput due to the 50 kbit/s links and the 
transmission overhead, and lower bounds on delay due  to 
the multiple hops generally required between source and 
destination. In addition, the original protocols developed 
for the ARPANET included reliability and flow control 
features which  were  designed appropriately for data com- 
munication, but which  caused undesirable and unnecessary 
limitations on the throughput and deiay for real-time 
speech. These limitations were present both in the packet 
delivery  service provided by the IMP subnet between source 
and destination host, and in the original host/host or 
network control protocol (NCP) used in the ARPANET. 
Because of these limitations a new host/host protocol 
(NVP) was  developed for speech and a new type of “ un- 
controlled” packet delivery  service  (suggested  by Dr. R. E. 
Kahn) was introduced into the ARPANET. 

The original NCP protocol implementations [9] generally 
allowed only one “message” at a time to be in flight 
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between a pair of processes in a source and destination 
host. The  next  message  would not  be sent until an 
acknowledgment,  known as a request-for-next message 
(RFNM), was  received  from the destination. One motiva- 
tion for the message-at-a-time limitation was to prevent a 
single  user process in a multiuser host from dominating  the 
host/IMP line. This “fairness” criterion was in conflict 
with the need to provide priority service to speech  users. 
Messages  could include up to 8063 bits of user data. Any 
message larger than the maximum  packet  size of 1008 bits 
would be broken up by the source IMP into a multipacket 
message to  be transmitted across the net and reassembled 
by the destination IMP.  High  throughput could be  attained 
by  sending large multipacket messages. Ths  is reasonable 
transport service for file transfers but sending multipacket 
messages for speech results in an undesirably large packeti- 
zation delay.  On the  other  hand, single-packet messages 
allow  lower delay but result in severe  throughput penalties, 
particularly for a path containing many hops. For example, 
a typical minimum round-trip time to send a 1000 bit 
single-packet message across a 10 hop ARPANET path 
and  to receive a RFNM is about 0.3 s. The resulting peak 
throughput for the “message-at-a-time’’ protocol is 
1000/0.3 = 3333 bits/s with the average being significantly 
lower. Because of these restrictions NVP  bypassed the 
NCP protocol modules  which  were available at the time 
when the network  speech  experiments  were initiated and 
instead interfaced directly to  the IMP subnet  through the 
host/IMP protocol. 

But the IMP subnet  itself  imposed important limitations 
on speech traffic. First, a restricted number of messages 
was  allowed to be in flight  between source and destination 
IMP’S  without a RFNM being  received.  When  speech 
experiments started this number  was 4; it was increased to 
8 late in  1974. Ths  restriction was  imposed  by IMP buffer 
space. More fundamentally, the  IMP subnet  provided  reli- 
able in-order end-to-end  delivery of  messages.  If any  mes- 
sage  was lost and had to be retransmitted, all  subsequent 
messages  would be delayed to wait for the successful 
retransmission. This characteristic was reasonable for data 
terminal or file transfer traffic, but for speech it caused an 
occasional late packet to result in lengthy glitches. For- 
tunately, the rarity of packet errors in ARPANET did 
allow  some  successful  speech  communication despite this 
error control and sequencing. 

For  the above ‘reasons, the new “ type 3” packet  delivery 
service  was incorporated into  the ARPANET by  BBN on 
an experimental basis late in 1974.  This  new  service al- 
lowed single-packet messages to be transmitted between 
selected hosts without  end-to-end error control, without 
sequencing, and without a restriction on  the number of 
packets in flight. This mechanism  was  used for most of the 
ARPANET packet. speech experiments. Most of those ex- 
periments  were  conducted in conditions of light network 
loading. Use of type 3 packets in heavy load conditions 
was restricted to avoid the possibility of ARPANET con- 
gestion affecting all users. 

Fig. 6 shows a comparison of cumulative round-trip 
delay distributions for type 0 (ordinary service  with  con- 
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Fig.  6.  Comparison of cumulative distribution of round-trip times  for 
type  0 and type 3 ARPANET packets  between LL and IS1 (10 ho s), 

bits/packet. Minimum around-tnp delay on the  path was  observed to 
measured in June  1975.  Packet rate was  8.6  packets/s,  with loo0 lata  

be  about 0.6 s. 

trols as described above) and type 3 messages  between 
Lincoln and IS1 (10  hops at the time the  data were taken), 
taken in June 1975.  Each  message consisted of a single 
packet  with  approximately  1000 data bits. Packet rate was 
8.6/s for net user bit  rate of  8.6 kbits/s. At a 1 percent lost 
packet rate, type 3 is  seen to provide about a 0.4 s 
advantage in overall delay. For higher rates type 0 became 
unusable  whereas it was possible at the time to support  16 
kbit/s CVSD  with type 3 packets (but only  during  hours 
when  network load was light). For lower rates, such as 2.4 
kbits/s,  the difference between type 3 and type 0 di- 
minished. Currently, the ARPANET is  much  more  heavily 
loaded and the results would  change  accordingly.  Addi- 
tional measurement results on ARPANET speech trans- 
mission are reported in [19]. 

C. ARPANET Speech System Implementations 

ARPANET speech  systems  were  implemented at four 
sites, as indicated in Fig. 5 and  Table I. All sites used 
different equipment but worked to a common  NVP  [16] 
specification. The success in bridging the gap  among the 
systems  was an  important result in packet  voice protocol 
development, and was  achieved  through the cooperation of 
many  people in the ARPA  packet  speech  community. The 
ARPANET speech  systems  were  implemented in mini- 
computers  such as  the DEC PDP-11/45 to handle protocol 
processing with attached programmable signal processors 
to implement the speech  encoding algorithms. Computer 
terminals were  used for controlling call setup, and  at some 
sites high-quality microphones and headphones  were  used 
instead of the conventional telephone handset. All sites had 
measurement software to record system  performance. Much 
of the effort involved ‘in these implementations  went into 
programming the LPC  encoding algorithms which  were 
being  developed during  the same period. Several versions 
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of LPC at  data rates from 5.0 kbits/s down to about 2.0 
kbits/s were implemented and tested. An ARPANET cof- 
ferencing system  was implemented with  centralized floor 
control under a CHAIRMAN program running at one site. 
Conferees had pushbuttons to indicate desire to talk and 
lights to indicate when  they had obtained the floor. 

D. Milestone ARPANET Speech  Experiments 

The earliest packet-speech-related experiments on the 
ARPANET were conducted by Lincoln Laboratory in 1971 
[14] using the TX-2 computer. Speech  was not actually 
transmitted over the ARPANET, but an arrangement was 
set up whereby  two persons could converse  while  experi- 
encing in real time the effects of packetization and 
ARPANET delays. Speech was digitized (PCM) and stored. 
ARPANET delays  were introduced by forming messages 
corresponding to blocks of speech and transmitting to a 
“fake host” at some IMP  in the ARPANET. The fake host 
would discard the message and  return  an acknowledgment. 
Receipt of the acknowledgment  was  used to indicate that 
the corresponding block of data could be reconstituted at 
any time thereafter. Simulated speech bit rates from 2400 
to 16 000 bits/s were  used. Tests were performed on the 
effects of vocoder rate, block  size, network distance (in 
hops), and reconstitution strategy. It was concluded that 
packet speech in a system  with characteristics similar to a 
lightly-loaded ARPANET could be quite satisfactory from 
a human factors point of  view. 

The initial milestone in actual packet speech communi- 
cation across the ARPANET was  between  IS1 and LL, 
using 9.6 kbits/CVSD, in August 1974. CVSD quality at 
9.6 kbits/s is quite poor, but the ARPANET was not 
capable of supporting 16 kbits/s at that time (Type 3 
packets were not yet  available.), and narrow-band vocoders 
were not available for use. In this and all other experi- 
ments, the average bit  rate was reduced by transmitting 
packets only during talkspurts. In December 1974, the first 
LPC speech  was communicated at 3.5 kbits/s over the 
ARPANET between LL andCHI. LPC conferencing at 3.5 
kbits/s was first demonstrated in  January 1975. Sites in- 
volved  were CHI, ISI, LL, and  SRI; all used different 
speech processors and host computers (Table I). In April 
1978, LPC conferencing was demonstrated using a vari- 
able-frame-rate LPC [42] operating in the 2-5 kbits/s 
range. A 2.4 kbit/s LPC-10 for the ARPANET, first 
implemented at LL in 1979, was  used for ARPANET/ 
SATNET experiments and was later used for LPC experi- 
ments in  the wide-band system. In addition to the real-time 
packet speech tests, a variety of experiments [59],  [60] were 
also conducted in person-computer interaction by voice 
over the ARPANET. 

v. PACKET  SPEECH ON THE ATLANTIC PACKET 
SATELLITE NETWORK 

A. SA  TNE  T  Characteristics 

The Atlantic packet satellite network (SATNET) [4] is a 
packet-switched network that utilizes a distributed-control 

demand-assignment multiple-access (DAMA) algorithm 
called priority-oriented demand assignment (PODA) [2] to 
share a 64 kbit/s INTELSAT channel among earth sta- 
tions in the United States and Europe. PODA in SATNET 
provides  several important services for packet voice. First, 
it  offers a type of service  called a packet stream which can 
provide a guaranteed (except for priority preemption) data 
rate independent of network load. The stream service al- 
lows  high utilization of the channel and minimizes the 
effect of network congestion on speech quality. Second, 
multiaddress packet delivery is provided in SATNET. This 
reduces the communication costs associated with  voice 
conferencing by avoiding the need to send multiple copies 
of  speech  packets. Finally, a datagram service  is provided 
in addition to the stream service. Data service  involves the 
sending of a reservation request message  via the satellite. 
As a result, packets with datagram service  experience a 
cross-net delay ,at least 250 ms  longer than that seen  by 
packets traveling in streams. This type of service  was  used 
for control packets to avoid conflicts with the voice stream. 

B. SATNET Speech System 

Packet  speech efforts on SATNET focused on voice 
conferencing [28] to take advantage of the multiaddress 
delivery capability. LPC speech at 2.4 kbits/s was  used due 
to the limited bandwidth. The SATNET conferencing pro- 
grams were  designed to use the above features and also to 
explore the potential for distributed conference floor con- 
trol. In a satellite net, distributed floor control achieves a 
delay advantage over centralized control of at least one 
satellite roundtrip. 

In SATNET conferencing, the conference control pro- 
grams (CCP’s) at each site shared a common uplink stream 
to minimize  use of capacity. On the downlink, stream 
packets were addressed simultaneously to all CCP’s includ- 
ing the sender. The CCP’s controlled access to this stream 
on a distributed basis. Communication of control packets 
was carried out via broadcast datagrams. Datagrams among 
CCP’s  were  also  used to ‘resynchronize the conference when 
control errors occasionally  caused  two or more talkers to 
collide in the shared stream. Such  collisions  would be 
detected by the CCP receivers. and recovery  would be 
initiated. 

Participants in the initial SATNET conferences  were 
provided with a conference-control box equipped with 
push buttons  and lights. A participant desiring to talk 
would push a want-to-talk (WTT) button which  would 
cause a WTT message to be broadcast to all CCP’s. On 
receiving that message,  each CCP would add the par- 
ticipant to a WTT queue. Pushing a DONE-TALKING 
button would relinquish the floor by sending a control 
message in the voice stream. All  CCP’s assumed the head 
talker in the WTT queue to be the next speaker. Pushing 
the DONE-TALKING  button would also remove a wait- 
ing participant from the WTT list. 

A later version of SATNET conferencing employed  voice 
control using  SAD. A participant was  allowed to transmit 
speech packets when none had been  received within the 
last half second. A preassigned priority was  used to resolve 
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D. Experimental Results and Milestones 

SATNET conferencing among the three sites using 
push-button control was  first demonstrated in May  1978. 
The later version  using  voice control became operational in 
November  1979. Internet conferences  were first carried out 
in September 1979  with SATNET participants at  NDRE 
and UCL and ARPANET participants at LL and ISI. 
These systems have demonstrated the technical feasibility 
of packet voice conferencing in existing packet networks. 
SATNET conferencing, in particular, has demonstrated 
that the survivability advantages of distributed control can 
be achieved  with little loss in conferencing performance. 

Fig. 7. Configurations of sites and equipment for SATNET and 
SATNET/ARPANET  packet  speech  experiments. 

collisions. Human factors studies (641 have concluded that 
voice control is preferable since it is  easier to learn. Also, 
the queue associated with the push-button control some- 
times leads to a “town meeting”  effect  where participants 
join the queue and then rehearse their speech instead of 
listening. 

Hardware and software to support SATNET conferenc- 
ing were  developed  by  Lincoln Laboratory and installed at 
NDRE, UCL, and BBN. Hardware included a linear pre- 
dictive vocoder  [40], a PDP-11 interface, and a conference 
control box,  all  shown in Fig. 7.  Voice protocol and 
conferencing software were. implemented in PDP-11 
SATNET host computers residing at the sites.  Fig. 7 also 
shows the locations of SATNET conferencing sites and of 
the sites  involved in SATNET/ARPANET internetwork 
conferencing. 

C. SATNET/ARPANET Internetwork Speech System 

To support internet conferencing, software was written 
for the SATNET host computer at BBN which  also  served 
as a gateway to ARPANET. The software made the BBN 
PDP-11 act as a special conferencing gateway. It func- 
tioned both as a participant and  as the central controller in 
an ARPANET conference and as a participant in a simul- 
taneous SATNET conference.  Vocoder programs were 
written for the ARPANET sites to match the hardware 
vocoders at the SATNET sites. This internet system 
deomonstrated operation of a combination of central- 
ized control and point-to-point packet delivery in the 
ARPANET with distributed control and broadcast delivery 
in SATNET. However, it pointed out the need for a more 
general approach to internetting since it was  necessary to 
have very  specialized software running in the gateway to 
deal with the different protocols in effect in the two nets. 
The new  voice protocols developed for the wide-band 
network eliminate much of this specialization. 

VI. PACKET  SPEECH ON THE EXPERIMENTAL 
WIDE-BAND SYSTEM 

A. Introduction and System Overview 

An experimental wide-band satellite-based packet sys- 
tem  [52],  [53] has been implemented to develop and dem- 
onstrate techniques for integrating packet voice  with data 
in a realistic large scale  network. The system  is  designed 
around a satellite channel with a capacity of 3.088 Mbits/s, 
in order to support many simultaneous voice connections. 
Whereas the ARPANET and SATNET were fundamen- 
tally data networks, on which limited speech experiments 
were performed, the wide-band system  was  designed 
specifically to accommodate speech. The wide-band system 
is configured as an internetwork where  voice  users reside 
on local networks and  obtain access to the wide-band 
packet satellite network  (WB SATNET) through gateways. 
This introduces a useful  multiplexing hierarchy where 
traffic from local sources is first multiplexed by local nets 
and gateways,  while the WB SATNET nodes in turn 
multiplex the satellite channel among aggregated traffic 
sources from the gateways at all the nodes. 

The wide-band packet speech  system development and 
the experimental program are sponsored by DARPA and 
involve a cooperative effort among a number of organiza- 
tions as cited below. The Defense Communication Agency 
(DCA) has sponsored the satellite network development 
along with DARPA, and is  utilizing the WB SATNET for 
a set of experiments supporting the development of the 
future defense switched network (DSN) [62],  [63]. One of 
the four original network nodes is located at the Defense 
Communications Engineering Center (DCEC) in Reston, 
VA. 

B. The Wide - Band Packet  Satellite  Network 

The WB SATNET is a higher performance version of the 
Atlantic SATNET described in Section  V-A. It uses the 
same DAMA algorithm (PODA) to share a 3.088 Mbit/s 
channel. The channel on the WESTAR I11 satellite and the 
earth stations are leased  from Western Union, Inc. WB 
SATNET differs from the Atlantic SATNET in the use of 
earth stations with  smaller antennas ahd has link budgets 
that result in  bit error rates at 3.088 Mbits/s that require 
forward error correction of control packets to maintain 
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Fig. 8. Equipment  configuration  for  typical  wide-band  network site. 

synchronization of distributed PODA controllers. The  earth 
station interface equipment provides multirate error correc- 
tion to support this requirement. This error correction can 
also be applied to user data  at the option of the user  with 
consequent reduction in net data rate. The WB SATNET 
equipment at each site includes three major subsystems, a 
satellite earth station, a  flexible burst modem  called an ESI 
(earth station interface, developed by Linkabit, Inc.), and a 
packet satellite DAMA processor called  a  PSAT (pluribus 
satellite imp, developed by BBN) [55]. These WB SATNET 
subsystems are illustrated in Fig. 8 which also shows  a 
traffic concentrator (i.e.,  a  gateway) and a local net at the 
Lincoln site. 

Features of the WB SATNET which are of interest for 
packet speech experiments are: 1) a sufficiently wide-band 
channel to  support multiple voice  users,  even without 
narrow-band speech coding; 2) the capability for multiple 
coding rates to accommodate the different bit  error  rate 
requirements of speech and control packets; 3) stream 
reservations on the channel to provide guaranteed data  rate 
and minimum (i.e., one hop) delay for speech; and 4) 
broadcast capability for efficient  voice conferencing. 

C. Wide - Band  System  Speech  Facilities  and  the ST 
Protocol 

Fig. 9 shows  a map of the wide-band internetwork 
system, focusing on the primary local area facilities at each 
site. Internet voice/data gateways ( G )  based on a DEC 
PDP-11/44 minicomputer have been developed by Lincoln 
Laboratory and have been  used for most of the wide-band 
system experiments. These gateways (Fig. lo), also referred 
to as “miniconcentrator~,”  support  both the experimental 
ST protocol and the DoD standard IP protocol. Key 

speech-related ST functions include obtaining satellite 
channel stream allocation based on ,local user bit rate 
requirements and concentrating speech packets from local 
terminals into aggregated packets for the WB SATNET. 
Table I11 lists major requirements for efficient packet 
speech transmission along with the approach used in  ST to 
meet  these requirements. Satellite channel allocation re- 
quests are ideally set on a statistical basis taking account of 
the fact that voice is transmitted only during talkspurts. 
The development of ST has been a major facet of the 
wide-band program. Although ST operates at  an internet 
level in the wide-band system, the approach is valid for an 
individual network [29]. Gateway ST functions would be 
performed by network nodes in an individual net. 

The PDP-11-based gateways are multiported and can 
provide simultaneous connections to more than one local 
net. Measurements have ‘indicated an available throughput 
of 600-900 packets/s depending on packet lengths. More 
than one gateway can connect to a PSAT; the  LL  and IS1 
sites have both miniconcentrator gateways and a BBN-’ 
developed  very high throughput multiprocessor concentra- 
tor/gateway referred to  as the voice funnel [56]. 

Local broadcast  cable networks (referred to  as 
LEXNET’s, for Lincoln Experimental Networks) [22]-[24] 
were  developed at LL to efficiently support local packet 
voice and data traffic. LEXNET’s have been installed and 
operated at all four sites. LEXNET is  a 1.0 Mbit/s base- 
band cable network with distributed control, which  uses  a 
carrier-sense multiple-access protocol with  collision detec- 
tion (CSMA/CD) similar. to that used in Ethernet. It 
utilizes  a distributed algorithm for randomized retransmis- 
sion which  is  specialized for voice traffic and which has 
been  shown by skulation studies to provide high channel 
utilization for voice. The algorithm estimates competing 
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Fig. 9. Wide-band internetwork  packet  voice/data  system,  with  illustration of primary  local area facilities at each site. 
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Fig. 10. Block diagram of miniconcentrator  gateway. A PDP-11 central processor is used, and network  interface  processors 
(UMC-Z80 boards produced by Associated Computer Consultants) are included  with  special hardware interfaces  for  each 
attached network. 

network .activity and adjusts its retransmission interval PCM voice digitization or a  choice of lower rate plug-in 
based on the fact that voice terminals produce periodic vocoders. In particular, Lincoln-built single-card 2.4 kbit/s 
packets during talkspurts. LEXNET's are populated by LPC [41] and 16-64 kbit/s embedded CVSD  (ECVSD) 
compact, microprocessor-based packet voice terminals [39] units are available for experiments. 
(PVT's) [24] which provide full voice  processing and pro- Conferencing using the second-generation voice pro- 
tocol functions (see  Fig. 11). The PVT's support 64 kbit/s tocols requires the services of a central access controller to 
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TABLE I11 
THE ST PROTOCOL FOR PACKET  SPEECH 

Packet  Speech 
Requirements ST Approach 

1) Guaranteed data rate. 

2) Controlled  delay  (predict- 
able dispersion). 

3) Small quantity of speech 
per packet. 

4) Efficiency equal to or bet- 
ter than circuit  switch- 
ing  without  TASI. 

5)  Efficient  use of broadcast 
media. 

Know  requirements in ad- 
vance. 

Request  reserved  network 
resources  when  available 
(e.g., PODA streams). 

Assign  loads to links statis- 
tically in  routing virtual 
circuits. 

Prevent  congestion by con- 
trolling  access on a  call 
basis. 

Set up virtual circuit  routes 
so that  abbreviated 
headers can be  used. 
Aggregate  small  packets 
for efficiency. 

Abbreviated  headers for 
packet  efficiency. Goal 
of high link utilization 
with  effective traffic 
control. 

Control multiaddress setup 
for conferencing and 
replicate  packets  only 
when  necessary. 

PROTOCOL  PROCESSOR 
P C M  CODEC A N D   S P E E C H  PROCESSOR C O N T R O L ,  

- M E M O R Y   E X T E N S I O N  FOR .PROTOCOL  PROCESSOR 

I I Ill/- SPEECH  PROCESSOR (2.4 Kbps LPCI 

LEXNET C'ASLE TAP USER INS'TRUMENT 

Fig. 11. Lincoln packet .voice teiminal.  The three  primary functional units are each  controlled by an Intel 8085 micro- 
processor. The  LPC  unit utilizes  three high performance  signal  processing  microcomputers for analysis,  synthesis, and  pitch 
'detection.  The protocol  processor supports  NVP  and ST  and  has a general interface  to  the access  processor to allow 
adaptation.to  other networks. The user instrument  has &I 8085  which controls ringing, dial tone, etc. The  PVT package is 
composed of approximately 200 integrated circuits,  consumes 40 W, and occupies 0.75 ft3 of volume. 

assure uniqueness of conference  'connection  identifiers LL LEXNET (the CAC address is  assumed  to  be  known to 
throughout the network and  to regulate access to  particular all PVT's and-need not be dialed by  users). The CAC is 
conferences according to  instructions provided by the con- involved only in  the process of setting up and taking down 
ference originator. These functions  are performed by the conferences and plays no  part  in the dynamic control of 
conferencing access  controller (CAC) that resides  on the the conference "floor." It is implemented using PVT 
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Fig. 12. Wide-band  packet  speech  experiment  status-September 1982. 

hardware with  special CAC software running in the pro- 
tocol processor. A voice-controlled operator (VCOP),  which 
allows conference setup via dialog with  speech  recognition 
and synthesis  devices,  is  also resident on a LEXNET at LL 
[611* 

The packet radio network (PRNET) located in the San 
Francisco Bay area [7] includes both fixed and mobile 
units, and both voice and  data terminals. PRNET voice 
terminals [20],  [21] include PD?-ll/23-based speech inter- 
face units (SIU's)  which implement voice protocols; speech 
coding is  accomplished  via 16  kbit/s CVSD units or CHI-5 
2.4 kbit/s vocoders.  Packet routing from the mobile 
PRNET to SRI can switch automatically as required from 
line-of-sight to double connectivity via hilltop repeaters. 
The PRNET, primarily designed for data,  can  support only 
limited voice traffic. But PRNET voice experiments have 
led to definition of a new PRNET type of service for better 
service of real-time voice ~211. In particular, voice  service 
can be improved by allowing  voice routes to change more 
rapidly than routes for data traffic. 

Two kinds of interfaces are shown  between the packet- 
switched network and circuit-switched  systems. IS1 has 
developed a switched telephone network interface (STNI) 
[57] which  allows connection from individual telephone 
lines to the wide-band packet system. The STNI takes the 
form of a card which  resides in a LEXNET PVT. and 
allows the user to dial into the wide-band system from' any 
ordinary telephone .by first cailing the STNI, which pro- 
vides a second dial tone and accepts dialed digits address- 
ing other PVT's. The STNI card handles translation of 
dialing and analog voice  between the PVT and'the public 
net, provides PCM digitization, and includes echo suppres- 
sion. STNI's are currently installed at  LL as well as at ISI. 
A packet video facility has also  been  developed  by  IS1 to 
support low rate packet video experiments. 

The packet/circuit interface (PCI) was  developed  by 
Lincoln under DCA sponsorship [54] to allow communica- 

tion between packet switches and digital circuit switches in 
the T1 digital carrier format used 'for multiplexing of 
interswitch trunks in digital telephony. Telephone office 
emulators (TOE'S) are provided to simulate the traffic from 
local digital circuit switches. The PC1  is primarily being 
used for experiments in which a DAMA satellite is  used as 
an overlay to a terrestrial circuit-switched net. These  ex- 
periments are being carried out under DCA sponsorship to 
develop networking techniques applicable to the planned 
defense switched network which  will  utilize a mix  of satel- 
iite and terrestrial media to provide survivable and eco- 
nomical telecommunications for DoD subscribers. The 
PCI/TOE facility has also  been  used to demonstrate in- 
teroperability between  circuit-switched  users  (i.e.,  tele- 
phones on a TOE) and packet voice users on LEXNET 
PVT's. Each PC1  provides up to four 64 kbit/s PCM 
trunks. In translating from T1  to packet format, the PC1 
must implement a subset of NVP and ST. The PC1 thus 
performs the functions of a multiuser PVT, and in fact, 
carries out the protocol functions (both call setup and 
transport) for four simultaneous users.  Special four-wire 
phones are provided at each TOE, but a COMSAT  telesys- 
tems echo  canceller is provided for access from standard 
two-wire phones. At DCEC, a gateway connection to  an 
exploratory packet data network (EDN) is provided to 
help support packet data experiments in the wide-band 
system. 
D. Experimental  Results and Milestones 

A snapshot of the wide-band internetwork packet speech 
system,.as configured in September 1982,  is  shown in Fig. 
12. All the internet packet speech capabilities implied by 
that figure have been demonstrated [53]. These include: 
multiple simultaneous PTP calls  using PCM, ECVSD, and 
LPC; PCM and LPC conference calls  using distributed 
floor control; voice internetting among LEXNET's, 
PRNET,  and cirucit-switched  systems; and conference 
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setup using  VCOP. The new internet ST protocol has been 
implemented and tested  successfully both in gateways and 
in terminals. Interoperation between miniconcentrator and 
voice funnel gateways has been demonstrated. Compatible 
LPC voice  processing and NVP/ST protocols (both point- 
to-point and conferring) have  been  implemented in 
LEXNET PVT's and in PRNET SIU's. 

The earliest major milestone in the achievement of the 
packet speech internet testbed capability occurred in 
November 1981 when  two simultaneous PCM conversa- 
tions were carried over WB SATNET between  LL and IS1 
using PVT's on LEXNET's. One of these  calls originated at 
an ordinary telephone extension at IS1 and entered the 
wide-band system through an STNI. During 1982, the 
other capabilities were demonstrated.: circuit-to-packet in- 
terconnection via  PCI's in March; communication with a 
mobile PR terminal and multisite conferencing in June, 
and voice-controlled conference setup in October. 

Current. efforts are focused on performance measure- 
ments on the wide-band system, building on the basic 
demonstrated capability for internetting multiple voice 
users. A combination of real and emulated voice and data 
traffic is being applied to assess performance breakpoints 
in local nets, gateways, and the WB SATNET itself. 

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The, successful  system implementations and experiments 
described here strongly support the conclusion that packet 
communication is a practical technique for real-time speech 
communication., In cases  where a user has already invested 
in a packet data communication network, adding a speech 
service to this network may  weli be a more economically 
attractive alternative than providing a separate speech 
service. 

The great deal of interest in packet speech  beiiig  shown 
by telecominunications companies, as evidenced by a num- 
ber of current publications, including those in this current 
Special  Issue of the IEEE JOURNAL ON SELECTED AREAS IN 
COMMUNICATIONS, attests to the potential long-term ad- 
vantages of packet techniques for integrated voice and  data 
communication. 

The work described here has provided a practical dem- 
onstration of the feasibility of packet speech in a large 
variety of packet network and internetwork environments. 
These system implementations have provided stimulus for 
the definition of packet speech requirements and for the 
successful development of speech  processing technjques, 
voice protocols, packetization and reconstitution strategies, 
digital voice conferencing, and voice/data multiplexing. In 
addition, some of the advanced services  possible through 
integration of voice and computer communication in the 
same network have been demonstrated, including voice 
interaction between computers and people in the network 
environment. 

The vast investment in circuit-switched  systems currently 
in existence  makes  it.  unlikely that packet techniques will 
soon become the.dominant method for speech communica- 
tion. However,  as illustrated by the circuit/packet interpp- 
erability experiments described here, a useful  coexistence 

Of circuit-switched and packet-switched  speech  systems can 
be  achieved..  Meanwhile, the use of packet speech can be 
expected  to  grow  over the next  few  decades. 

APPENDIX 
ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS 

AP120  -an  early array processor  developed  by 
CHI, used for ARPANET speech 

AP120B  -commercially-available array processor 
developed by Floating-Point-Systems, 
Inc. 

BBN -Bolt,  Beranek and Newman, Inc., Cam- 
bridge, MA 

CAC -conference  access controller 
CCP -conference control program; used for 

distributed control of SATNET packet 
speech  conferences 

CHI -Culler-Hamson, Inc., Goleta, CA; now 
known  as CHI Systems, Inc. 

CHI-V -array processor  developed by CHI 
CLPC -compact LPC; single-card unit devel- 

oped by  Lincoln Laboratory 
DEC -Digital Equipment Corporation 
ESI -earth station interface; developed by 

Linkabit, Inc. 
Ethernet -CSMA/CD packet data cable network 

developed  by  Xerox 
FDP -fast digital processor; digital signal 

processing computer developed  by  Lin- 
coln Laboratory 

IMP -interface message processor; the nodal 
processor in the ARPANET, developed 
by BBN 

INTEL 8085  -microprocessor  developed  by INTEL 
Corporation 

Del Rey,  CA 

grammable signal  processing computer 

work 

IS1 -Information Sciences Institute, Marina 

LDVT -Lincoln digital voice terminal; a pro- 

LEXNET -Lincoln experimental packet voice net- 

LL . -Lincoln Laboratory, Lexington, MA 
LPC-10 -tenth-order linear predictive coding 
LPCAP -LPC array processor; an LPC voice 

processor developed by CHI 
LPCM -LPC microprocessor; an LPC vocoder 

developed by LL 
LPVT -LEXNET packet voice terminal; devel- 

oped by LL 
MP32  -host computer used at  CHI  for AR- 

PANET packet speech 
NDRE -Norwegian Defense Research Establish- 

ment, Oslo, Norway 
NVP -network  voice protocol 

LL 

data processors) manufactured by DEC 

PC1 -packet/circuit interface; developed  by 

PDP-11 -a  family of computers (programmable 

PRNET -packet radio network 
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PSAT 

PTP 
RFNM 

SATNET 
SCRL 

SF 
SIMP 

SIU 
SPS-41 

SRI 
ST 

STN 
STNI 
T1 

TASI 

TOE 

TX2 

UCL 
UMC-Z80 

VFR 

WB SATNET 

-multiprocessor packet satellite IMP de- 
veloped by BBN for WB SATNET mul- 
tiprocessor 

-point-to-point 
-request-for-next-message; an acknowl- 

edgment message in ARPANET ... 
-the Atlantic packet satellite network 
-Speech Communications  Research 

-store-and-forward 
-satellite IMP; developed  by BBN for 

-speech interface units; developed  by SRI 
-a  signal-processing computer developed 

by  Signal  Processing  Systems, Inc. 
-SRI International, Menlo Park, CA 
-stream protocol; an internet transport 

protocol for speech and other real-time 
traffic 

Laboratory 

SATNET 

-switched telephone network 
-STN interface; developed by IS1 
-standard digital carrier format used in 

telephony; operates at 1.544 mbits/s 
and carries 24 channels 
- time-assigned speech interpolation; 

technique for saving bandwidth by 
transmitting only during talkspurts 

-telephone office emulator; circuit switch 
emulator developed  by  LL 

-host computer used at LL for early 
packet speech expeiiments 

-University College, London 
-a microprocessor-based input-output 

board used in the LL miniconcentrator 
gateway 

-variable-frame rate; refers to vocoders 
operating at variable rate 

-the wide-band packet satellite network 
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